
GARDENS AND THE PICTURESQUE
Studies in the History of Landscape Architecture
John Dixon Hunt
.John Dixon Hunt is widely considered one of the foremost of today’s
writers on the history and theory of gardens and landscape architec-
ture. Gardens and the Picturesque collects 11 of Hunt’s essays -- several
of them never before published. From Castle Howard in Yorkshire to
French impressionist gardens, they explore the ways in which men and
women have given meaning to gardens and landscapes, especially with
the ways in which gardens have represented the world of nature
"picturesquely."
300 pp., 127 illus.    $35.00 (July)

THE ARCHITECTURE OF WESTERN GARDENS
A Design History from the Renaissance to
the Present Day
edited by Monique Mosser and Georges Teyssot
"An important resource for all garden historians.., a wonderful
book."-- Penelope Hobhouse, Garden Writer, Historian, and
Designer

!’A monumental and brilliantly illustrated physical and
intellectual history of gardens since the Renaissance
that belongs in every serious library; invaluable to
every student of the overwhelming role of architec-
ture in even the smallest garden."
-- Henry Mitchell, Garden Columnist,
The Washington Post
544 pp., 652 illus., including 130 4-color plates $125.00

Available at fine bookstores or toll-free 1-800-356-0343

55 Hayward Street The MIT Press Cambridge, MA 02142



CREATING THE
NORTH AMERICAN LANDSCAPE
Gregory Conniff, Bonnie Loyd, and
David Schuyler, Consulting Editors

BRAVO 20
The Bombing of the American West
Richard Misrach with Myriam Weisang Misrach
Decades of illegal target practice by Navy bombers have
turned 40,000 acres of public land into one of Nevada’s
’,hottest" properties. In Bravo 20, award-winning photog-
rapher Richard Misrach shows what the military has done
to the land-- and offers a bold new plan to stop it. He pro-
poses reclaiming the land as a national park and America’s
first environmental memorial. 40 color, 9 black/white
photographs, 67 drawings and maps.
$25.95 paperback $49.95 hardcover

NUCLEAR LANDSCAPES
Peter Goin
A remarkable photographic record of the legacy of U.S.
nuclear weapons testing. Peter Goin gained unprecedented
access to test sites and facilities in Nevada, Washington,
and the South Pacific to take pictures of these profoundly
altered "nuclear landscapes." 72 color, 28 black/white
photographs.
$29.95 paperback $59.95 hardcover

GREENWAYS FOR AMERICA
Charles E, Little
In the first comprehensive account of the citizen-led effort
to build "greenways"--linear open spaces that are perfect
for walking, jogging, biking, and enjoying the natural scene--
Charles Little describes dozens of projects. Maps and color
photographs illustrate notable success stories: urban river-
side greenways, trails along canals and abandoned railroad
rights-of-way, scenic drives, historic routes, and natural
corridors for wildlife.
$22.95 hardcover

THE LAST GREAT NECESSITY
Cemeteries in American History
David Charles Sloane
In the transition from churchyards to urban cemeteries to
suburban memorial parks, cemeteries in America changed
from sacred refuges to business ventures. Looking at a vari-
ety of influential cemeteries--from New Haven Burial
Grounds to Forest Lawn in Glendale, California--David
Charles Sloane concludes that the American cemetery is a
unique record of how the landscape is created and altered by
economics and practical needs, by institutions and powerful
ideas.

$35.95 hardcover

THE SPANISH-AMERICAN HOMELAND
Four Centuries in New Mexico’s Rio Arriba
Alvar W. Carlson
Ever since the Spanish settled the upper Rio Grande Valley
in 1598, Spanish Americans have considered the Rio Arriba
their spiritual and cultural home. But they have done so
against seemingly impossible odds: a harsh semiarid environ-
ment, an enduring rural poverty, and cultural conflict with
their Indian and Anglo neighbors.
$39.95 hardcover

ALSO OF INTEREST

THE BETWEENNESS OF PLACE
Towards a Geography of Modernity
J. Nicholas Entrikin
What makes New York City different from Moscow? Are
small towns looking more and more alike? What criteria
should we use to distinguish one place from another? The
ongoing controversy about how (or even whether) to study
place and its meaning in modern life forms the focus of
J. Nicholas Entrikin’s pioneering work.
$13.95 paperback

SOIL CONSERVATION IN THE UNITED STATES
Policy and Planning
Frederick R. Steiner
Voluntary efforts and new legislation have failed to
solve America’s most serious--and most ignored--
environmental problem: soil erosion. Written by one
of the foremost authorities on the subject, Soil Conser-
vation in the United States reviews recent efforts and
recommends new initiatives to lower erosion to virtu-
ally zero by 2025.
$18.50 paperback

JOHNS HOPKINS
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 701 West 40th Street, Suite 275, Baltimore, Maryland 21211. To order, call 1-800-537-5487.



Seed to
Civilization
The Story of Food
New Edition
Charles B. Heiser, |r.
This lively book recounts the in-
triguing story of the plants and
animals that stand between
humans and starvation. Charles
Heiser, preeminent botanist,
writes with great verve about
questions of where, when, and
how humankind’s food plants and
animals were domesticated. In
narrating his tale, he traces the
intricate patterns of food use and
distribution that have developed
from prehistoric times to the pres-
ent.

"Heiser brings foods to life.
Here is one outstanding scientist
who does not shrink from popu-
larizing his science."

--Richard E. Shultes,
Economic Botony

$29.95 cloth $12.95 paper

Theophrastus
De Causis Plantarum,
Volumes II-III
Edited and Translated by
Benedict Einarson and
George K.K. Link
These two volumes complete the
Loeb Classical Library edition of
Theophrastus, the author of the
most important botanical works
that have survived from classical
antiquity. Here, Theophrastus
discusses plant breeding and
cultivation, agricultural meth-
ods, and plant diseases.
Loeb Classical Library
474 & 475
$15.50 cloth each

A Reunion
of Trees
The Discovery of
Exotic Plants and
Their Introduction
into North American
and European
Landscapes
Stephen A.
Spongberg
Prologue by
Sam Bass Warner, Jr.

Stephen Spongberg’s vividly writ-
ten and lavishly illustrated
"travel story" of trees and shrubs
tells of intrepid and extraordio
nary explorers who journeyed to
the far corners of the globe and
brought back to Europe and North
America a wealth of exotic plant
species. It constitutes a veritable
history of ornamental trees and
shrubs.
8 1/2 x 11, 144 halftones, 29
color illus., 57 line illus.,
272 pp. $35.00 cloth

The Orchids
Natural History and
Classification
Robert L. Dressler
"Most recently published books
on orchids have been either
impressive picture books having
little information or relatively
technical collections of articles
written by specialists for others
of their kind. Dressler presents
something from both categories
and adds considerably more...
Delightful to read."

--Lee Kavaljian,
Quarterly Review of Biology

95 color illus., 22 halftones,
99 line illus. $15.95 paper

The Cactus Primer
Arthur C. Gibson and
Park S. Nobel
"[Nobel’s book] is a pleasure to
read, highly informative on a
wealth of subjects, and profusely
illustrated... A marvelous ex-
ample of how all the components
of scientific inquiry fit together
to illuminate the biology of a
fascinating evolutionary line-
age."

--Michael Nee, Brittonia
304 halftones, 92 line illus.,
$19.95 paper

Harvard
University
Press
Cambridge, MA 02138
Order Phone: (617) 495-2480



BOOKSTORE

Landscape Ecology
by Richard T. T. Forman
and Michel Godron
ISBN 0-471-87037-4

Carl Steinitz, in the foreword of "Landscape Ecology" describes this book
as being of "great interest and value to planners, designers and manag-
ers of our land resources, whose actions must be understood from the
perspectives of many natural systems, with particular attention to spatial
and temporal impacts." He further states that this ground-breaking book
impels us in the direction of a more comprehensive understanding of the
spatial dynamics of landscape. It is a best seller in the American Society
of Landscape Architects bookstore.

Hardcover, 619 pages
ASIA Member price: $38.50
Nonmember price: $45.10

Color Drawing
by Michael E. Doyle
A Marker/Colored Pencil approach for Architects, Landscape Architects,
Interior and Graphic Designers and Artists
ISBN 0-442-22184-3

Beautifully illustrated and entirely in color, Color Drawing presents com-
prehensive approaches to planning and executing finished drawings.
Easy-to-use techniques for color composition and design presentation are
included.

Hardcover, 320 pages
Member price: $36.95
Nonmember price: $45.95

Earthscape
by John Ormsbee Simonds
A Manual of Environmental Planning and Design
ISBN 0-442-28016-5

This powerful environmental classic--updated edition--explains what we
must do to assure more livable, productive, efficient and attractive com-
munities in the future. Over 200 illustrative drawings and case studies
makes it one of the most informative and comprehensive books ever writ-
ten on achieving a sensitive integration of man-made structures with the
living landscape.

Softcover, 352 pages
Member price: $29.95
Nonmember price: $34.95

Site + Sculpture
The Collaborative Oesign Process
by Kay Wagenknecht-Harte
ISBN 0-914886-45-2

This important new book emphasizes why team designs are unique, if not
superior to designs generated by a single discipline. It examines how
landscape architects, architects, urban planners and artists are working
together in the design process. A wealth of case studies includes Battery
City Park, Williams Square in Dallas and Ceremonial Square in Miami.

Hardcover, 146 pages
Member price: $26.00
Nonmember price: $27.95

Please send me the following books:
QTY TITLE PRICE

Subtotal $

Postage & handling $
$2,00 for the first book
50¢ for each additional book

TOTAL ~

Return this form with payment to:
LA Bookstore, PO Box 6525, Ithaca, NY 14851.

[] Member [] Nonmember [] Student

METHOD OF PAYMENT [] Member No.

[] My check made payable to ASIA is enclosed.

Please charge my order to:

[] VISA [] MasterCard

Account No. Exp. Date

Authorized Signature

Name

Address

City State Zip



The English Town
A History of Urban Life

Mark Girouard

The author of Life in the English
Country House "takes us to and
through a variety of English towns--
from cathedral towns to seaports,
spas to mill towns--telling us about
their origins, their history and devel-
opment, the way people lived and
live in them....The pictures--
paintings, engravings, posters,
building designs, caricatures, and
photographs--are superb."-- The
New Yorker

"Makes you feel as though you had
always previously walked through an
English town with your eyes shut
tight."~Tony Hiss, The New York
Times Book Review 93 b/w + 32.5
color illus. $39.95

The Oak Spring
Garden Library
Volume II." An Oak Spring Pomona

Sandra Raphael

¯ The second in a series of volumes
describing selections from the Oak
Spring Garden Library, An Oak
Spring Pomona looks at one hundred
books and manuscripts about fruit,
with illustrations taken from some of
the most beautiful books on the
subject. ~oo b/w + 70 color illus.
$60.o0

Also available: Volume I: An Oak
Spring Sylva. "Leads the contempo-
rary garden aficionado and reader
back to the pleasure of primary
sources."--Paula Deitz, The New
York Times Book Review IOO
duotones + 2o color illus. $4o.oo

Distributed for the Oak Spring Garden
Library, Upperville, Virginia

Out of Place
Restoring Identity to the Regional Land-
scape

Michael Hough

Why do modern cities, suburbs, and
industrial and farming landscapes all
tend to look alike despite their regional
settings? Using case studies drawn from
all parts of the world--from Turkey and
Hong Kong to Kentucky and Oregon--
a landscape architect argues that the
monotony of the modern landscape is a
reflection of indifference on the part of
society to the diversity inherent in
ecological systems and in human com-
munities.

"The wonderful thing about Michael
Hough’s approach is its depth, below
surface appearances, into the truly vital
and shaping realms of process, place,
ecology, and aesthetic philosophy."--
Jane Jacobs 174illus. s35.oo

The Italian Renaissance
Garden
From the Conventions of Planting, Design,
and Ornament to the Grand Gardens of
Sixteenth-Century Central Italy

Claudia Lazzaro
photographs by Ralph Lieberman

In this beautiful book Claudia Lazzaro
reconstructs the splendid architectural
gardens of sixteenth-century Italy.
Using an abundance of literary and
visual sources, Lazzaro establishes the
conventions of planting, design, and or-
namentation and discusses in detail
some of the best- preserved grand
gardens.

"Rigorous in its detail, lyrical in
style."--Publishers Weekly ~9o b/w + 8o
color illus. $55.oo

Yale University Press
Dept. 52I
92A Yale Station
New Haven, CT o652o

The American
Country House
Clive Aslet

A richly illustrated, richly entertain-
ing social and architectural history of
the great country houses built with
American industrial fortunes from
the end of the Civil War until
I94o~from the Vanderbilts’
stupendous Biltmore and the
Rockefellers’ Kykuit to the Duponts’
museum-like Winterthur and
William Randolph Hearst’s legen-
dary San Simeon. 75 b/w + 2oo
color illus. $45.oo

The Architect and the
American Country
House, i89o-i94o
Mark Alan Hewitt; architectural
photographs by Richard Cheek

This stunning book by a practicing
architect looks at the creation of
some of America’s most famous
country houses and their gardens.
Mark Alan Hewitt explains the social
and economic forces that spawned
their creation and the architectural
theory and building technology that
influenced their design.

"Thoroughly researched and cogently
argued.... [It] promises to become the
foundation for all future research."
--Robert A.M. Stern 25o b/w + 60
color illus. $55.oo

Now available in paperback

Borderland
Origins of the American Suburb,
_r82o-_r939

John R. Stilgoe

"A historian of American landscape
recounts the creation of residential
suburbs in the ever-shifting border-
lands between cities and farms. His
book offers readers all over this
country the pleasure of seeing
familiar places with new eyes."--The
New Yorker

"Brilliantly written and beautifully
illustrated....The definitive account
of the emergence of a distinctive
American suburban landscape."
--Robert Fishman, The Chicago
Tribune I98 illus. $I8.95



Master of
Environmental

Department of
Planning

A~zona State

Tempe, AZ
85287-2005
602 965-7167

New!
FROM LINE TO DESIGN
Design Graphic Communication
Third Edition
Scott Van Dyke
This unique and practical book enhances architects’ understanding of
design theory and sharpens their graphic communication skills. The
liberal use of sketches, drawings and exercises helps them compre-
hend and visualize each presented principle.
$19.95 paper, 180 pp., 223 illus., 0-442-00113-4

New!
ON-SITE STORMVCATER MANAGEMENT
Applications for Landscape Engineering
Second Edition
Bruce K. Ferguson & Thomas N. Debo
This thorough guide presents the basic concepts of stormwater
hydrology and their implications for land use and urban design.
Available software runs on an IBM-pc or compatible.
$39.95 paper, 184 pp., illus., 0-442-00116-9

New!
RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPING I
Second Edition
Theodore D. Walker
Reflecting Walker’s extensive landscaping experience, this book
spells out practical techniques for designing and planning, with
coverage of materials, barriers, erosion control strategies, the effective
use of plants and shrubs, and much more.
$22.95 paper, 202 pp., illus., 0-442-23782-0

New[
KERR’S COST DATA FOR LANDSCAPE
CONSTRUCTION
Unit Prices for Site Development 1990
Tenth Edition
Edited by Norman L. Dietrich
Updated to reflect current construction items and costs, the new
edition of the landscape estimator’s "bible" contains average tmit
prices for hundreds of landscape construction items used in site,
recreation, and landscape development--all organized according to
the CSI’s Master Format--plus reproducible estimating worksheets.
$39.95 paper, 224 pp., tables throughout, 0-442-00282-3

New [
DESIGN FOR MOUNTAIN COMMUNITIES
A Landscape and Architectural Guide
Sherry Dorward
Supported by international case studies, this guide offers comprehen-
sive design guidelines that can be applied to mountain projects of any
scale, from entire communities to individual structures and outdoor
spaces.
$44.95,408 pp., 539 illus., 0-442-22095-2

To.order your 1 Y-day, free-examination copies,
wrote to:
[] VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD
Mail Order Dept.,P.O. Box 668
Florence, KY 41022-0668
For faster service, call toll free 1-800-926-2665.
Or FAX 1-606-525-7778.

LI002



SCHOOL OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
GRADUATE PROGRAMS

The Master of Landscape Architecture program at Louisiana State
University provides preparation for a professional career in landscape
architecture.

The program offers concentrations in Geographic Information Systems
and Computer-Aided Design, Design Theory and Meaning, and Human
Ecology. Study tracks are offered for either a first professional degree or
study beyond the accredited degree program.

L.S.U. is the center of academic research and advanced studies in Louisiana. The MLA program at Louisiana
State University has been selected for The Southern Academic Common Market offering students from five
southern states resident tuition. L.S.U. is located in the heart of Louisiana’s rich historical, cultural, and natural
landscape. Study opportunities are available to accommodate a range of individual student interests.

Assistantships and other financial aid are available to qualified applicants.

For further information contact: Daniel W. Earle, Director
Graduate Studies in Landscape Architecture
School of Landscape Architecture
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

GRADUATE STUDY IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

The Department provides educational opportunities for individuals interested in careers in site planning, design,
and management of town, rural, and wilderness environments. The Department offers two graduate degrees:
Master of Landscape Architecture and Master of Science in Town and Regional Planning.

MLA - Advanced Professional Degree: A two year program of self-directed study requiring a
high degree of personal and professional motivation. BLA required for admission.

MLA - First Professional Degree: A three-year accredited program available for candidates
with a previous baccalaureate in a field other than landscape architecture.

MS - A two year program emphasizing planning for large areas with dispersed populations
and an economic base in agriculture, energy development, and natural resources.

Formal areas of specialization are provided in conjunction with other colleges and departments on campus.
These are: Land Rehabilitation/Revegetation, Water Resources, Public Lands and Recreation, Small Town
Rehabilitation, Visual Assessment, and Academic/Research Practice.

For complete program descriptions and application, write to: Graduate Program Coordinator
LAEP Department
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322-4005

Application deadline for scholarship consideration is January 15.



The best way to communicate with
researchers, educators and students of
planning education and research:

Journal of Planning Education
and Research

IPER articles present focused, well-developed reports of planning policy
and issues, new research, educational practices, and instructional
techniques. [PER features Book and Journal Reviews, Comments and
Reports, and news of planning academia.

Yearly subscriptions are available at the following cost: $30 Library or
Institution; $12 Individual subscription mailed to an individual
address; $7 Students of ACSP schools, mailed to the school address.
Orders outside the U.S. should include $4.50 for postage.

Make your check payable to ACSP and mail to:

JPER Subscriptions
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Department of Urban and Regional Planning
9071/2 W. Nevada Street
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 244-5418

Journal of Planning
Education and Research

I ¯ Ar~cles

Materials

LANDSCAPE DESIGN
After more than 50 years in circulation Landscape Design, the
journal of the Landscape Institute, is one of the foremost
journals in its field, providing unrivalled, comprehensive and in
depth information on landscape affairs.

Landscape Design authoritatively examines the past, present
and future of our landscapes with features covering
developments across the world. Professional and public demand
have led to expansion -- Landscape Design is now published
ten times a year. Find out more by taking out an immediate
subscription.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Please send me ten issues starting with the ...................................1991 issue

UK ...............................................£30.00 [] Australia/New Zealand/Hong Kong.. £47.00 []

USA/Canada/Europe ........................£36.00 [] All other areas ................................£40.00 []

ADDRESS .............................................................................................................................

Please note that prepayment in sterling is required
before any goods can be despatched.
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ .........................
payable to ’Landscape Design Trust’ Journal Account.
Please send this form to Landscape Design Subscriptions
Department, 5A West Street, Reigate, Surrey RH2 9BL.

I wish to pay by Visa/Mastercard: please charge to my
account. My card number is (13 or 16 digits):

Signature Expiry Date



Interdisciplinary.
Timely.
Topical.
RESEARCH 6,~ EXPLORATION

complements single-subject
research journals with an
emphasis on synthesis and
superior presentation. This
peer-reviewed quarterly pro-
vides the best in geographic
scholarship -- broadly defined
-- to scientists, educators, and
policymakers worldwide.

In addition to articles present-
ing fieldwork, methodology,
and application, RESEARCH &~
EXPLORATION’S flexible format
includes commentary and
rejoinder, opinion essays, and
reviews of this year’s books.
This lively, engaging format is
designed to bridge disciplinary
boundaries and stimulate gen-
uine communication among
scientists. Studies emphasizing
patterns of change and move-
ment, biodiversity and quality-
of-life issues, whether practi-
cal or theoretical in approach,
are selected from a variety of
disciplines; contributions
from corporate and govern-
mental analysts appear along-
side reports on university or
grant-funded research.

Please send my trial issue of Research &t Exploration and enroll me
as a subscriber. I’ve checked my preferred method of payment below.

[] Bill me $40.00 for a one-year subscription (four issues).

[] Bill my institution $50.00.

] Payment enclosed. (Make thctks payablE’ to Nalmnal Geographic ’~cie|y
Please add 5% ,,a es tax ~r st b~cr pt o is sen to an}" Macdand address )

NAMI! i, plcase pont)

INSIITL’| I’ON (if applicable’)

SIREET

ClI’t’ 51 ATI~ t PROVINCE / REGION COUNIRY ZIP / POSTAl

Complete this form and mail to: National Geographic Society, P.O.
1 i 11, Washington, D.C. 20013-9990 U.S.A.



The Leopold collection
The River of the
Mother of God
and Other Essays by
Aldo Leopold

Edited by Susan L. Flader
and J. Baird Callicott
"Aldo Leopold was a rare and wonderful combination of
prophet, professor, civil servant, and muddy-boot lover of
the land .... The River of the Mother of God and Other
Essays reinforces the view that he was tar ahead ol his time.
... Flader and Callicott have done an excellent job of giving
public voice to a pioneer environmentalist."
--Brad Knickerbocker, Christian Science Monitor

These sixty essays by the author of the environmental
classic A Sand Count~A/manac range from "A Tramp in
November," penned in 1904 when Leopold was a seven-
teen-year-old schoolboy, to "The Ecological Conscience,"
written in 1947, the year before his death. To traverse the
terrain from "The Varmint Question" (1915), in which wolves
and grizzlies are deemed expendable, to"Threatened Spe-
cies" (1936), which calls explicitly for their protection and
restoration, is to observe not onlythe increasing breadth and
penetration of Leopold’s own thought but also the matura-
tion of the field of ecology in which he was so seminal a
figure, cloth $24.95

GameManagement
Aldo Leopold

"Game management is as usable today as it was the day
it came off the press .... The basic concepts of ecology
and management presented by Leopold have only been
strengthened by scientific progress in the intervening
years. Every student of wild animals should own this
classic treatment."
--Robert A. McCabe, University of Wisconsin-Madison
paper $14.00

New in paperback

Aldo Leopold
His Life and Work

Curt Meine

Aldo Leopold, His Life and Work is a portrait of

a progressive, modern thinker and activist coming to
terms with the realities of humankind’s recent treatment of
natural systems. Leopold is unique in the degree to
which his life and work continue to exert influence on
those who are concerned with the quality of our natural
environment. This book is written for those who wish to
understand this unusual and gifted man better, as well as
for those who wish to gain greater insight to the evolution
of the American landscape.

"For those who love Leopold, it would be a mistake not to
own this volume."--Charles E. Little, Wilderness

paper $19.99 cloth $29.50

A Companion to
A Sand County
Almanac
Interpretive and Critical Essays

Edited by J. Baird Callicott

The first sustained study of Leopold’s seminal book as a
work of art, philosophy, and social commentary. It
includesbiographicai sketches ot Leopold, an analysis of
his correspondence leading to the writing of the Almanac,
and a literary study of the book. "An indespensible
collection."--John Murray, Bloomsbury Review
paper $12.95 cloth $22.50

Available at bookstores or
order directly from the Press:
MC & VISA orders (608) 262-2994

Wisconsin The University of Wisconsin Press
114 North Murray Street ¯ Madison, Wl 53715



Landscape Titles from Springer-Verlag
A Best Seller!
Quantitative Methods in Landscape Ecology
The Analysis and Interpretation of Landscape
Heterogeneity
Edited by M.G. Turner and R.H. Gardner,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN
This book is the first comprehensive reference for

landscape ecologists that discusses modern quan-
titative approaches to the analysis of spatial hetero-
geneity. It provides a conceptual framework and
illustrates potential applications for such methods as
pattern analysis, spatial statistics, fractals, spatial
modeling, and extrapolation across scales. Each
technique is discussed in sufficient detail so as to be
adaptable to a variety of research questions.
1991/536 pp./108 illus./Hardcover $98.00
ISBN 0-387-97326-5
(Ecological Studies, Volume 82)

Landscape Ecology
Theory and Application
Student Edition
By Z. Naveh, Tech. Israel Inst. of Technology, Haifa,
Israel and A. S. Lieberman, Cornell Univ.,
Ithaca, NY
This paperback edition of the first English-language
monograph on the interdisciplinary, global human
ecosystem science of landscape ecology is ideally suited
for use as a text in courses on ecology-based land and
resources planning, environmental and regional
planning, natural resources policy and management,
and international development.
1990/356 pp./77 iilus./Softcover $49.00
ISBN 0-387-97169-6

Just Released!
Landscape Boundaries
Edited by Andrew J. Hansen, Oregon State University,
Newport, OR; and Francesco di Castri, UNESCO
Landscape Boundaries examines the effect of eco-

tone patterning on community diversity and landscape
functioning. Ecotones (transition zones between
ecosystems) def’me ecosystem boundaries and may
control the flow of energy, material, and organisms
between ecosystems. This volume explores the role of
ecotones in controlling these flows thereby influencing
landscape functioning. It synthesizes existing theory,
evaluates central hypotheses relative to empirical and
simulating data, and puts forth new hypotheses. This
book is among the first to integrate the ecotone
concept into modern ecological theory and to examine
implications for management.
1991/395 pp., 90 illus./Hardcover $98.00
ISBN 0-397-97631-0
(Ecolo~cal Studies, Volume 92)

A Best Seller!
The Professional Practice of Environmental
Management
By Robert S. Dorney, University of Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada
Based on Dorney’s lifetime of experience, this book

details how an environmental management company or
consulting firm should be organized.
1989/232 pp., 23 illus./Hardcover $59.00
ISBN 0.387-96907-1
(Springer Series on Environmental ManagemenO

Changing Landscapes:
An Ecological Perspective
Edited by I.S. Zonneveid, Int. Inst. for Aerospace
Survey & Earth Sciences, Enschede, The Netherlands;
and ILT..T. Forman, Harvard University, Cambridge,

This book provides a timely overview of recent
developments and current concepts in the rapidly
expanding field of landscape ecology. Written by an
international cast of researchers, it integrates natural
and human processes affecting the distribution of
energy, materials, and living organisms in the changing
mosaics of landscapes around us. It illustrates how
different scales of time and space contribute to our
understanding of ecosystem patterns and devel-
opment, putting landscape ecology in perspective with
traditional biological and geographical theories and
modeling approaches.
1990/286 pp.]78 iilus./Hardcover $69-~0
ISBN 0-387-97102-5

Forthcoming title...
Reintegrating Fragmented Landscapes: A
Case Study of the Australian Wheat Belt
By IL J. Hobbs and D. A. Saunders, CSIRO, Division
of Wildlife & Ecology, Midland, Western Australia
Reintegrating Fragmented Landscapes examines the

serious problem of landscape deterioration due to ex-
tensive agricultural development. The book focuses on
a detailed study made of the wheat belt of Western
Australia. The degradation of the landscape is
examined with respect to the loss of animal diversity,
vegetation, and soil cover. The authors consider
integrated land use planning from the overlapping
perspectives of agricultural production, water use, and
the conservation of nature.
1992/approx. 294 pp./53 illus./Hardcover
$79.00 (tent.)/ISBN not yet announced

TO ORDER: call toll-free 1-800-SPRINGER (777-
4643, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm EST, weekdays; in NJ call
201-348-4033) or visit your local scientific bookstore!

Springer-Verlag
S199

New York Berlin ¯ Heidelberg Vienna ¯ London ¯ Paris Tokyo ¯ Hong Kong Barcelona


